
3/22- In the event you agree with cc, that by any  current standard, in the context of the 
Anderson disclosures anything on ITT and spying or CIA ought be news, let me list what I 
can recall of those to whose attention I called the fact beginning eith Anderson, from 
whom I've not heard land didn't expect to I told a friend on the JJondon Times and another 
with CBS in NYC this afternoon, so there is the over so slight chance either say use it. 

Wash Star 	 MAR 2 3 1972 
Chi Daily News (Chi and DC) 
Wash Post (where the morgue was checked and sure enough the clips were there-and 

I was wrong of Czecho, for it was "ungary -and the national Editor confirmed this today) 
I think there were eore, but I'm tired. 
A friend at the Post told me it seems that the entire prose has quit the story except 

for printing what hap 	Not one is looking for an angle-or a story- 
A friend at the l'ondon Times says Anderson's office was a madhouse when she went there 

to get what he gave away, and it seems to be ane helluva story that will linger in •.very 
undexdeveloped country for years. It is one of the best CIA storys yet. She doesn't see 
how they get the column done, leave alone other things. 

It would seem we have to change the hackneyed phrase of cur youths. It is not that 
money talks. jt is that money sees to it there is no talk. 

ITT couldn't have picked a better time to sponsor China so heavily on TV, could they? 
The Post did make this one departure. They celled the former, part-time secretary'in 

Canada and it turns out that what she really says and remembers is not at all what ITT 
says, and this includes clear recollections of Atchell and destroy. 

I think in each case I suggested what should have been the obvious and haven _t 
checked myself, the controbutors to the illegality that made Nixon vice president, the 
fanous Checkers fund. 

Meanwhile, quietly, there has been another indictment of prominent Democrats, this time of International ,atex. And the federal Chicago grand jury has started already-first day-heard of Chicao station tonight. All's well! E 


